In this paper, we report on the synthesis of FeCo/Cu multisegmented nanowires by means of pulse electrodeposition in nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide arrays supported on silicon chips.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanowires (NWs) have recently attracted considerable attention for their use in data storage devices and magnetic logic circuits, 1,2 sensors, 3 biofuel cells, 4 bioreactors, 5 or as antibiofouling platforms. 6 An important class of NWs for applications in magnetic devices are segmented NWs (SNWs). The possibility to build these nanoarchitectures by combining ferromagnetic (FM) and non-magnetic (NM) segments enables fine-tuning of their magnetic properties such as coercive field, saturation magnetization, and remanence, or the orientation of the magnetic easy axis. [7] [8] [9] Despite the inherent flexibility of their functional properties, the production of SNWs is limited to only a few fabrication methods, all of them based on the use of organic 10, 11 or inorganic templates 12 for their growth. In general, the most prevalent approach for synthesizing NWs is electrochemical deposition in nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes. These templates offer great flexibility in terms of NW dimensionality, since pores of different length and diameter can be readily formed. Hence, this method is convenient for obtaining customized magnetic properties as a function of the pore size. Based on this approach, NW segmentation is achieved by sequential electrodeposition using different electrolytes 13 or in a single bath by swapping between two different current densities (or electrochemical potentials). 14 Although the latter strategy is the most convenient methodology, because it significantly abridges the fabrication sequence, there are still challenges to overcome. For example, one of the main difficulties is to achieve segments in which the FM and the NM segments are compositionally pure, i.e., the presence of the NM component should be minimized in the FM layer, and vice versa. To achieve this, there should be a sufficiently large difference between the electrochemical potentials corresponding to the NM and the FM parts. 15 The use of additives such as complexing agents can aid this process, although this is not always beneficial since undesired crystallization processes or texture changes may occur. 16 Other challenges in the fabrication of SNWs are related to lattice mismatch between subsequent layers due to changes in the segment crystal structure, which, in turn can lead to a poor adhesion between the layers or uneven morphological growth. 17 In this paper, we present the fabrication of FeCo/Cu multisegmented nanowires (MSNWs) obtained from a single electrolyte in AAO templates formed on silicon substrates. FeCo/Cu MSNWs are attractive due to the higher saturation magnetization (around 2.4 T) exhibited by the FeCo system. 18 Moreover, FeCo thin films have been recently reported to exhibit giant magnetostriction, 19 and giant magnetoresistance when combined with Cu segments into multilayered thin films. 20 The influence of non-magnetic Cu segments on the magnetization of the NWs was primarily simulated, and experimentally verified and investigated in detail by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM). The results demonstrate that magnetic easy axis can be reversed using the appropriate NW architecture.
Finally, the effect of NW segmentation on the on-demand macromolecule release was studied with the application of an external oscillating magnetic field. For this purpose, a model macromolecule, bovine serum albumin (BSA), was adsorbed on the NW surface and a release assay was realized with and without magnetic field. The results suggest that protein release can be tailored by both NWs magnetic structure and the external magnetic fields. This approach is an attractive route for regulating macromolecular adsorption using magnetic nanoagents and serves as a way to produce sophisticated devices for the production of complex concentration gradients of macromolecules. 5
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of FeCo/Cu MSNWs
FeCo/Cu MSNWs were fabricated electrochemically from a single aqueous bath using anodized alumina templates. For this purpose a previously optimized one-step anodization procedure was utilized. 21 Briefly, Ti/Au/Al coated Si/SiO 2 chips were anodized in 0.3 M oxalic acid at a potential of +60 V. The anodized chips were subjected to chemical etching using 5 % (v/v) phosphoric acid in order to widen the pores to the desired value of 100 nm. The area of anodization and subsequent electrodeposition was 0.5 cm 2 . FeCo/Cu MSNWs were grown by pulse electrodeposition in previously fabricated templates using a sulphate-chloride based bath (Table 1 ). All chemicals were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich with analytical purity and were used as received. Ascorbic acid was used to prevent the oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III). Glycine acted as a complexing agent in order to minimize the formation of metal hydroxides and oxohydroxides at the working electrode. Ammonium chloride, boric acid and sodium saccharinate were employed as conducting salt, pH buffer and stress reducer, respectively. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a molecular weight (MW) of 400 g mol -1 served as a surfactant and leveler. All electrochemical experiments were performed by an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat at room temperature. A two-electrode electrochemical cell was used where a platinized titanium sheet functioned as the counter electrode. During electrodeposition, the bath was stirred with a constant speed (300 rpm) and N 2 was purged through the solution to remove gas bubbles from the sample surface. Ternary alloy NWs were obtained potentiostatically at a fixed potential.
FeCo/Cu MSNWs were grown potentiostatically by alternating the potential between -1.8 V and -0.7 V for the FeCo-and Cu-rich segments, respectively. The pulse times were varied between 0.5 to 4 s for FeCo-and 15 to 120 s for Cu-rich segments in order to obtain a range of segment lengths from 15 nm to 150 nm for both. The total length of the NWs was always kept at 6 approximately 1.5 µm for all the conditions. An overview of the fabrication process is shown schematically in Figure 1 (a).
Material Characterization
Morphology of the resulting NWs was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss MFM measurements were performed on FeCo 150 nm /Cu 150 nm and FeCo-rich NWs using a MESP cantilever with a CoCr tip coating with an approximate nominal coercivity of 400 Oe. The surface topography information and MFM images were acquired using the following procedure.
The cantilever was first scanned over the sample in intermittent contact operation to reveal the topography of individual NWs followed by scanning at a fixed height of 50 nm above the 7 recorded topography and recording the deflection of the cantilever due to magnetostatic tip-sample interactions.
Simulations
The magnetization loops of the individual MSNWs were simulated using the micromagnetic simulation package Nmag, 22 and the influence of dipolar interactions between the magnetic segments was studied. The easy-axis of magnetization of these NWs can clearly be tuned using the thickness of the magnetic and non-magnetic segments as control parameters.
Magnetically Triggered Release Experiments
The on-demand protein release properties of FeCo/Cu MSNWs were studied using an assay reported elsewhere. 6 Prior to protein release experiments, the alumina template was removed using 10 wt % NaOH at 75 °C. Then, the resulting freestanding NWs on silicon chips were incubated for 1 hour in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Gibco) solution containing 1 mg/ml BSA (Sigma). At the end of the incubation time, samples were removed and washed in PBS briefly to remove non-adsorbed BSA and were placed in clean glass beakers. Fresh PBS (2 ml) was added and BSA release was performed for 15 minutes after which the solution was removed and analyzed by a standard Bradford assay (Thermo Scientific) for BSA content. For this purpose, 150 µl of reagent and 150 µl of sample solution was added in a transparent 96 well plate and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Absorption measurements were conducted using a spectrophotometer (TECAN, Infinite 200 PRO) at a wavelength of 595 nm.
The standard curve was prepared using the BSA standards provided with the assay kit and the same protocol. The effect of magnetic segmentation within the FeCo/Cu MSNWs on the on-demand release performance was studied using three types of NWs, namely Cu-rich, FeCo-rich, and FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm NWs. For this purpose, the samples for each NW type were divided into two groups and one group was subjected to an external oscillating magnetic field of 4 mT with 10 Hz, whereas the second group did not receive any. Each condition was replicated four times.
A uniform magnetic field was applied using a home-built electromagnetic setup consisting of two coils with FeCo cores connected to voltage amplifiers (AE Techron 7224), and controlled by a Labview program.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Composition, Morphology and Structural Characterization
In order to optimize the purity of FeCo and Cu segments, the effect of deposition potential on composition was studied. For this purpose, ternary alloy NWs were grown at a range of potentials, and the resulting composition was analyzed by EDX ( Figure 1 (b) ). As expected, the Cu content in the NWs decreased while FeCo amount increased with more negative potentials.
Potentials more positive than -0.7 V resulted in non-homogeneous Cu-rich NWs with no significant improvement in the composition. In all the range of potentials, an increase of Co was observed when depositing at more negative potentials. The Fe content was also increased up to -1.4 V but was decreased slightly onwards. For all studied deposition potentials the Co content was always higher than Fe. Interestingly, FeCo codeposition is usually anomalous, 23 which was not observed in our case. Additionally, potentials more negative than -1.8 V did not significantly change FeCo amount in the NW. Therefore, the growth potentials of FeCo-and Cu-rich segments were chosen as -1.8 V and -0.7 V, respectively. The FeCo alloy obtained at -1.8 V exhibits a Co content of ~65 at%, a composition for which these alloys show high values of 9 magnetostriction once annealed. 19 During the optimization of the bath, it was observed that the potentiostatic mode offers better uniformity and less deviation in segment size as opposed to the galvanostatic mode. This is probably due to slight changes in the deposition area of the homemade AAO templates. The addition of a surfactant to the bath such as PEG400 and the optimum complexing agent (glycine) concentration were found to be crucial. In the absence of glycine, the NWs exhibited an incomplete, non-homogeneous structure probably due to the formation of metal oxyhydroxides and hydroxides (see supporting information (SI), Figure S1 ).
Apart from its complexing effect, glycine can act as a pH buffer. 23 The presence of PEG400 rendered homogeneous MSNWs with a smoother morphology. It is reported that polyoxyethylene-based surfactants such as PEG exert a leveling function especially in Cu electrodeposition. 24 that long NWs exhibit a compact and dense surface morphology only at the lower parts. In contrast, the upper regions were discontinuous, irregular and thinner. 25, 26 Additionally, the inhomogeneous growth of Cu for large segments was also found to be deleterious for the subsequent deposition of FeCo segments. Therefore, the maximum pulse time for Cu was restricted to 120 s. This was not the case for large FeCo segments in which such defects were not observed (Figure 2 (c) ).
The distribution of Fe, Co and Cu elements in the MSNWs was studied by EDX mapping. Figure   3 shows the STEM image of a selected area for a FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm MSNW (Figure 3 (a) ) and the corresponding EDX maps for Co, Fe, and Cu (Figure 3 , EDX mapping shows that the Cu-rich segments are actually shorter than the FeCorich segments. This discrepancy comes from the fact that the heavier element Cu displays higher contrast than FeCo in the STEM micrograph (Figure 3 (a) ). Instead, EDX mapping provides direct information on element distribution, resulting in a more precise estimation of segment size. The compositional EDX mapping suggests that both FeCo and Cu segments are almost completely pure. Only small intermixing was observed probably due to the complexation effect of glycine.
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XRD patterns for both MSNWs and ternary alloy NWs fabricated at different potentials are given in Figure 3 composition. In addition, increasing the growth potential from -1.1 V to -1.8 V causes a shift in the fcc (111) peak (located at approximately 2 = 45º) toward higher angles. This is probably due to the higher content of Co in the deposit grown at higher potential, which results in a relative change in the amount of fcc-Co and bcc (Fe-based) phases, as well as changes in the lattice parameters. Interestingly, NWs grown at -1.8 V, a peak appears at 2 = 40.7º, which matches the position of the (100) reflection of a Co-rich hcp phase. The pattern obtained for FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm MSNWs (Figure 3 (e)) shows a similar behavior to the ternary alloy grown at -1.8 V, indicating that the Cu segments (grown at -0.7 V) are probably too short to give a significant signal in the XRD pattern. The values of cell parameters, crystallite sizes and microstrains, as determined from Rietveld refinements of the XRD data, are shown in the SI (Table S1 ). The crystallite size ranges from about 30 to 60 nm, depending on the sample and crystallographic phase. The SAED pattern of the MSNWs (Figure 3 (f) ) shows that the NWs are polycrystalline where multiple rings corresponding to the same phases as determined from XRD are observed. It should be noted that the fcc (200) reflection is low in intensity and is dependent on the NW location, suggesting that the contribution from fcc-Cu is very low over the entire sample. These findings are also supported with the HRTEM image shown in Figure 3 (g) where the polycrystalline structure is again well evident.
Magnetic Characterization
Micromagnetic Simulations of NWs with variable segment lengths
The micromagnetic simulations of the hysteresis loops for individual nanowires were performed using the Nmag code, and the results are shown in Figure 4 (a, b) . The geometry of each nanowire was set to be 100 nm in diameter and 1500 nm in length. Six different variants in their magnetic/non-magnetic segment sizes were compared. The average cell size for the simulations was around 3 nm, and the saturation magnetization Ms is 1583 emu/cm 3 calculated for FeCo (55% Fe, 45% Co). The magnetocrystalline anisotropy was neglected because of the polycrystallinity of the NWs (as seen in Figure 3 (g) ), which reduces the overall effective anisotropy and the expected soft ferromagnetic behavior. The exchange constant considered for FeCo alloy is A = 2 x 10 -11 J/m. 27 The precession term was switched off to speed up the simulations and an energy minimization algorithm was used to compute the hysteresis loops. As expected, the FeCo1500 nm/Cu0 nm NW (labeled as FeCo-rich) has the magnetic easy axis (the preferred orientation of magnetization) along its length owing to its large shape anisotropy. In addition, both the FeCo100 nm/Cu15 nm and the FeCo100 nm/Cu100 nm MSNWs have their easy axes along their length. Conversely, the MSNWs variants with extremely thin magnetic segments (thickness of 15 nm) have a small segment aspect ratio, which favors an overall radial magnetization of the NW. Interestingly, the FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm MSNW exhibits a reduced radial susceptibility when compared to the FeCo15 nm/Cu100 nm MSNW, because the nonmagnetic segment is insufficiently thick to avoid the influence of the magnetostatic interaction between the FM segments of the NW.
VSM Measurements of the NWs
Magnetic hysteresis loops of the FeCo/Cu MSNWs measured at room temperature along the parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the NW long axis are compared in Figure 4 (c, d). The measured coercivity and reduced remanence (Mr/Ms) values are shown in Table 2 .
The trends observed in the experimental measurements for the ensemble of NWs agree well with the simulations obtained from single NWs, suggesting that interwire dipolar interactions are not strong. Nevertheless, the experimental loops measured along the long axis of the NWs are more sheared than the calculated ones, which is an indication of dipolar interactions. 21 The results clearly reveal that shape anisotropy dominates over magnetocrystalline anisotropy, also in accordance with the micromagnetic simulations. The finite coercivity is due to the non-zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy. By introducing non-magnetic Cu segments within the MSNWs, the magnetic easy axis can be modified and the Mr/Ms ratios can be tuned to the desired values, which is of importance for the subsequent magnetic manipulation of these NWs in fluids.
MFM Measurements on Single NWs
The surface topography image of three FeCo-rich NWs (two whole NW and one broken) is shown in Figure 5 (a) . The corresponding MFM image ( Figure 5 
Magnetically Triggered Release Performance of MSNWs
In order to study the influence of magnetic tunability on the on-demand protein release performance, three types of NWs, namely non-magnetic (Cu-rich), fully magnetic (FeCo-rich), and FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm MSNWs, were selected. The release study was performed for each case as described in the experimental section. As presented in Figure 6 , the release performance is found to depend on the total magnetization of the tested NWs. For non-magnetic Cu samples similar desorption results were detected irrespective of the presence of the magnetic field. In contrast, both magnetic FeCo-rich and MSNWs showed an increased BSA release when were subject to a magnetic field. The results provided in Figure 6 correspond well with the studies on attenuation of protein adsorption on oscillating CoNiFe NWs reported by Ainslie et al. 6 In this work, the authors show that protein release in the presence of an external oscillating magnetic field occurs due to the movement of the NWs resulting in shear modulated desorption. In our case, we evaluated the effect of reducing the amount of magnetic material within the NW architecture. For fully magnetic NWs the applied oscillating field increased protein release by 83%, whereas in the case of FeCo15 nm/Cu15 nm MSNWs protein release increased by 45%. When reducing by half the amount of magnetic material within the NW, the concentration of desorbed protein was decreased by approximately half. In this case, the NWs most probably exhibit less movement resulting in a smaller shear stress and thereby decreasing desorption. 6 However, one must point out that this behavior cannot be generalized for other macromolecules. Other compounds will exhibit different desorption performance due to their different affinity to metallic surfaces. In any case, the results suggest that protein release can be tuned by adjusting the architecture of the NWs. By combining arrays of fully magnetic NWs and MSNWs in the same platform, generation of complex concentration profiles and concentration gradients of biomolecules using external magnetic fields could be achieved. These preliminary studies suggest that these NWs can find applications in fields such as magnetic microfluidics and drug delivery in which concentration gradients are desired.
CONCLUSIONS
Multifunctional, magnetically tunable FeCo/Cu MSNWs were fabricated by pulse electrodeposition in AAO templates. By carefully controlling the deposition potential and time, it was possible to tune the segment composition and size. Various NWs with segment sizes ranging from 15 to 150 nm were achieved. The influence of non-magnetic Cu segments on the magnetization of NWs was investigated through VSM and MFM measurements. The results confirmed that the non-magnetic character of the Cu segments is crucial to tune the magnetic easy axis of the NWs. These findings match well with the simulations performed using Nmag software. The effect of magnetic tunability on the on-demand biomolecule release performance was investigated and the results revealed that the application of an external magnetic field could 16 be used to enhance the release of proteins on-demand. This phenomenon was observed prominently for fully magnetic FeCo NWs and was reduced for FeCo/Cu MSNWs. Thus, the results suggest that controlled drug release can be achieved by taking advantage of the magnetic architecture of the NWs. In conclusion, this study provides a compact nanosystem that is fully tunable and multifunctional.
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